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Total Energy Systems Names Kyle A. Saginus New Application Engineer
DE PERE, WI – Total Energy Systems has named Kyle A. Saginus as their new application engineer. Saginus will work with
the Total Energy Systems sales department and OEM customers to assist in integrating Tier IV engine packages into their
applications. Another important role that Saginus will take on is working with generator customers to help with spec
packages. His vast background and education in engineering prove him to be a great addition to our team.
Saginus is a graduate of Marquette University, holding a Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering degree. While at
Marquette University, Saginus was the recipient of academic awards and achievements, such as Scholastic Honors in
Mechanical Engineering, an honor awarded to those that are in the top ten percent of their class. He also was an active
member in the Pi Tau Sigma Mechanical Engineering Honors Society.
Before joining Total Energy Systems, Saginus has worked as an ergonomics consultant, providing consulting for multiple
Fortune 500 clients in manufacturing operations. He has managed written and verbal interactions with a remote team
of industrial engineers and with production associates, engineers, and executives. Saginus was also a researcher for a
leading physical ergonomics research laboratory for the Electric Power Research Institute. He has presented research
findings to the leaders of the ergonomics community and his has published six journal articles.
Total Energy Systems entered the generator set market in 1958 and was awarded distribution for Kohler generators
in 1993, Kubota Generators in 2010, and Kipor Generators in 2012. In 1987 Total Energy Systems were awarded the
distribution for Isuzu Engines, in 1995 Hatz engines, and in 2010 received the distribution for Scania and Mitsubishi
engines.
With its new, state-of-the-art corporate facility in Green Bay, WI, Total Energy Systems also has branches in Milwaukee,
WI, Minneapolis, MN, and Grand Rapids, MI.
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